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Questionnaire 1
This first questionnaire deals with the basic symptoms of arachnoiditis/chronic pain.
There are no right or wrong answers and each is of equal value and importance to DocSarah.
As with the 1999 survey, there will be a report on diagnosed and undiagnosed. A third report will
do the comparisons with respondents who have the same clinical risk factors.
Each section requires an answer and some have a Comment Box for additional information.
(Optional)
During the questionnaire, you can go back to previous sections and questions to change or add
information you think may be helpful before you go on to complete.
If you are unable to complete a questionnaire at one attempt, you can exit at any stage. Those
responses will not be recorded/counted but you can start the questionnaire again from the
beginning. Unlike some questionnaires/surveys you can have as many attempts as you need
until, you, are satisfied to press the DONE button at the end.
At the end of the questionnaire, you have an option to leave an email address for copies of the
reports to be sent to you, simultaneously to being posted on theAword website.
This information cannot be used to identify individual responses and will be stored separately.
IMPORTANT. DocSarah cannot reply personally to any individual regarding this survey.
TheAword, obtained enhanced, upgraded security for these surveys and the website.
TheAword is neither sponsored nor promotes any commercial enterprise and no information is
held or passed to a third party.
Timings for the completion of the questionnaires are approximate. Questionnaire 1 should take
no longer than 5-10 minutes, depending on the replies you want to give.
Thank you for your time and willingness to take part in these questionnaires. We are convinced
that we will all benefit from DocSarah’s work.
Click here to fill in Questionnaire 1.
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